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Introduction
Many sluts think they can make it in porn, and Redlight District is happy to record their casting sessions
to show you every explicit detail in on a Cum Stained Casting Couch. Blondes, brunettes and redheads
all compete to be the best porn whore they can become. They love having loads spewed all over their
sexy faces, and they need to earn some rent money somehow!

Adult Review
Sluts galore are to be found at Cum Stained Casting Couch.  Featuring a whopping 156 exclusive scenes with more than 120
sexy models taking turns fucking to get cast in the next big porno, Cum Stained Casting Couch is literally overflowing with
hot content that'll get you sexed up and satisfied.
  
  Each scene is available in a variety of formats; you can stream the 1280x720 HD Porn movies through either streaming
Flash (both high and low resolution), streaming or downloadable (DRM) WMV files, and many of these scenes can also be
downloaded to your iPod, which is a neat add-on.  Picture sets are readily available to be viewed directly in the members area
or downloaded as a zip, and the quality and size make them definitely worth taking a look.
  
  With so many hot chicks to choose from you're gonna have an easy time getting off inside Cum Stained Casting Couch,
these babes do everything and obviously have a passion for all things sexual as their pussies drip with cum juice and every
hole spreads wide open to be filled.  
  
  The bonus features are pretty cool too, you get to watch some live streaming action from actual Redlight District shoots AS
they are filming them, plus extra free porn feeds, special discounts, and network access to the rest of the Redlight District
sites make the members area overflowing with goodies you just won't wanna miss.
  
  You can try out Cum Stained Casting Couch for just $2.95 for three days, or you can get the full months membership for
only $24.95.  With the wealth of content available in the members area it's worth the time to check out.

Porn Summary
Crammed with hot babes with incredibly high sex drives who want to 'make it' in porn, Cum Stained Casting Couch
definitely delivers a huge volume of quality content that'll make you envious of that damn couch!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A first look at all the fine sluts who try to start their porn career in the Red Light studios'
Quality: 90  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 84
Support: 86 Unique: 80    Taste: 91        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
I Just Fucked My Best Friends Mom (86) ,Choke On My Load (86) ,Ass Crazed (Preview) ,Addicted To Boobs (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, HD, PornStars

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Used
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